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Abstract. This paper describes two bandwidth engineering tech'
niques for implementing proportional seruice differentiation based
on Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) traffic engineering. Both
use dynamic bandwidth allocation schemes to modify the bandwidth
reserved by each traffic class according to the current network load.
The first scheme uses an adaptive algorithm that qualitatively deter-
mines the required average throughput per flow for each class and
mlves bandwidth between classes for each path as necessary. The
second scheme mathematically divides the existing bandwidth through
the traffic c/asses for each path. The quality of service that users get
with both techniques is assessed by simulation and compared with
a fixed bandwidth allocation scheme.

l. lntroduction

A theorem from early networking days states that [1 ]: the
maximum possible flow from left to right through a network is
equal to the minimum value among al l  simple cut-sets. This
theorem is also known as the max-flow min-cut theorem. In
practice, it means that the maximum traffic flow a network can
fonruard between two nodes corresponds to the capacity of the
corresponding bottleneck.

When the traffic load approaches the network bottleneck
capacity, packets starl suffering increased delay, increased
delay jitter, increased loss and decreased throughput. These
parameters are called quality of service (AoS) parameters. The
impact of QoS degradation depends on the particular applica-
tion.

The simplest answer to provide the QoS that the user
applications need is to increase the capacity of the l inks. This
is known as overprovisioning and results in a waste of re-
sources, especial ly for end-to-end QoS.

The Internet traffic can be broadly classified into two
categories: streaming traffic and elastic traffic. Streaming traffic
corresponds to traffic generated by applications such as real-
time audio and video, while elastic tratfic is generated by file
transfer applications such as web browsiltg or FTP. The QoS
requirements are fundamentally different for each case. Stream-
ing applications require controlled end-to-end packet delays,
delay jitter and packet loss. Elastic applications require reliable
data transmission with an ,,acceptable" transfer rate.

Since the 0oS requirements depend on the parl icular
application, seruice differentiation is a solution to accommodate
heterogeneous application requirements and user expectations,
and to permit differentiated pricing of Internet seruice, Packets
from different user applications with different 0oS requirements
are classified into different traffic classes and marked accord-
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Packet scheduling mechanisms modify the order packets
are transmitted onto outgoing l inks of routers. The re-ordering
of packets allows giving more priority to some traffic f lows, so
that some QoS objectives can be achieved.

Congestion control is used to prevent the saturation of the
network while ensuring some fairness in the al location of re-
sources. When congestion increases, elast ic traff ic sources
decrease their transmission rates according to the congestion
control mechanism to prevent congestion. 0n the other hand,
streaming traffic usually is not elastic, suffering from packet
loss under congestion.

These bandwidth sharing mechanisms usually coexist in
a network, contr ibuting to the 0oS users experience.

A different differentiation model is the proportional differ-
entiation model [2]. lt is a refinement of the differentiated
seruices model, where an adjustable and consistent differentia-
t ion between classes is provided: the QoS of one class is
intended to be proportional to the 0oS of some other class,
whatever traffic load exists in the network. An example of a
proportional differentiation requirement is: class 2 throughput =
class 1 throughput x 2. A proportional mechanism continuously
adapts the service rate to each class, avoiding signal ing, ad-
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mission control and traffic shaping. lf the QoS of one class is
consistently better than the QoS of another class, the service
provider can charge a higher price for providing a better seruice.

In this paper we combine propoftional differentiation with
traffic engineering, proposing two proportional bandwidth man-
agement schemes that, for each possible source-destination in
the network core, divide the existing bandwidth proportionally
through the traffic classes, according to the current network
load and the QoS required for each class. These mechanisms
have the advantage of being simple, not requiring admission
control, being scalable and offering a consistent differentiation.
Naturally, like a disadvantage, the 0oS guarantees are not as
strong as when resources are reserued for each flow as for the
Integrated Seruices architecture, but, it is well known, that this
latter architecture is not scalable. Both proposed dynamic band-
width allocation schemes were implemented with Multiprotocol
Label Switching (MPLS), analyzed by simulation and compared
with a fixed bandwidth allocation scheme for the QoS that users
get.

The following section presents some background on band-
width engineering. Section lll describes the dynamic bandwidth
allocation schemes. Section lV describes the simulation sce-
nario and the simulation results. Finally, section V draws conclu-
sions and raises fudher work topics.

l l . Bandwidth Engineering

Many traffic engineering solutions are based on the adop-
tion of the MPLS paradigm together with a routing algorithm.
MPLS uses a label switching technique that consists in the
addition of a labelto each packet. This label indexes a fonruard-
ing table in each router, determining the outgoing link and the
new label to use. The processing involved can be made much
faster than looking at the destination address in the packet as
in a routing process. As a disadvantage, the Label Switched
Paths (LSP) must be setup using a signaling protocol.

Traffic engineering [E) requirements may be met by setting
up paths based on explicit route constraints or QoS constraints.
With explicit routing, it is possible to use paths other than the
shoftest path, so that congested nodes can be avoided and
traffic can be divided through different paths. Two mechanisms
have been proposed for setting up paths with certain restric-
tions: MPLS constraint-based routing (CR) t3l and Resource
Reseryation Protocol Traffic Engineering (RSVP-TE) extensions
for LSP tunnels [a]. As both mechanisms provide roughly the
same functionality, new developments of MPLS-CR were aban-
doned, focusing new work in RSVP-TE [5].

Both RSVP-TE and MPLS-CR atlow modifying the band-
width and possibly other parameters of an established LSp
without service interruption [6, 7]. This feature has application
in dynamic network resources management, where traffic of
different priorities and seruice classes is involved. This capa-
bility to have intelligent, dynamic network resource usage is
referred to as bandwidth engineering, and it is considered a
sub-set of traffic engineering capabilities [8].

Several bandwidth engineering schemes exist in the
literature. some are based on the elastic use of the bandwidth.

l ike [8, 9].  This means that bandwidth assigned to higher
priority LSPs, can be temporarily released for the amount of
time in which it is not needed and put at disposal of allthe other
lower priority LSPs, Naturally, as soon as the higher priority
LSPs require back their bandwidth, the bandwidth engineering
system immediately has to satisfy that need in some way. In
order to do that, a function that handles pre-emption of lower
priority LSPs or, even better, that can move lower priority traffic
to less-congested routes may be used. A bandwidth engineering
mechanism like this reduces the need of network over provi'
sioning, but it introduces the possibilities of LSPs being blocked,
This problem is serious when the network load is above about
70o/o ol the network capacity. Additionally, a bandwidth engi-
neering system like this needs bandwidth requirements to be
specified in seruice level agreements, at least for higher priority
classes. This increases the complexity of the system.

Bandwidth constraint models [10, 11] specify rules for
allocating bandwidth to individualtraffic classes to achieve per-
class traffic engineering. Preemption policies [12] are used in
bandwidth constraint models as a flexible and effective control
mechanism to dynamically allocate capacity among competing
traffic classes with different priorities. This is especially impor-
tant to deal with link failures. When a link fails, new routes are
established, eventually preempting bandwidth from lower prior-
ity classes. However, these mechanisms do not account for the
load in each of the individual traffic classes. In our work, we
treat each end-to-end aggregate as a constant bandwidth pipe
and just dynamically subdivide this bandwidth proportionally
between classes according to their load and the QoS ratios
specified. This allows a fairer 0oS division.

lf bandwidth is assigned to aggregates of flows of each
class and the load in a higher priority class is higher that the
load in a lower priority class, a priority inversion may occur: the
0oS of flows in the higher priority classes may be worse than
for the lower priority class [13].

The work in [13] uses a dynamic packet scheduler to
provide proportional QoS differentiation for the different classes.
However, this work only analyses TCP connections over a single
link, lacking an end-toend evaluation.

The work in [1a] uses a policy-based management sys-
tem to adapt traffic to the current network state. The traffic is
measured by bandwidth monitors. According to the current
network state, some policies are enforced. The implementation
of the selected policies typically leads to accepting, remarking,
or dropping the multimedia traffic entering the network.

The work in [15] jointly uses dynamic bandwidth engi-
neering, dynamic packet scheduling and measurement based
admission control to enforce 0oS requirements. A system like
this can efficiently provide the 0oS required up to the limits
specified in a contract, leaving the remaining resources tc
lower priority classes. Naturally, such a system is complex and
it is difficult to evaluate to which limits the QoS can be assured.
Additionally, when overload exists, the admission control may
stop traffic from using the higher priority classes. The use of
a proportional differentiation model avoids these difficulties,
since a QoS relation between classes is maintained without
rejecting traffic.
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lll. Service Diferentiation Schemes

In this section we introduce the proposed proportional
bandwidth engineering algorithms.

A. Service Ditferentiation Model

We propose to use an Olympic service model with three
traffic classes: Gold, Silver and Bronze. we propose also to use
a proportional differentiation mechanism between the Gold and
silver classes to give the Gold crass the best QoS. The Bronze
class is a best effort class that gets a very small fraction of the
existing bandwidth along with the unused bandwidth of the other
classes. This nomenclature is slighily different from the Olym-
pic service nomenclature proposed in [16].

The Gold and silver classes could be further divided
according to the specific Qos needs of the applications. For
simplicity, we assumed that there are onty three types of Qos
requirements for the applications, corresponding to the three
traffic classes. TCP applications tend to increase their trans-
m'ibsion rate untilthere is a packet ross, which should not affect
the transmission rate of uDp applications. Accordingly, we pro-
pose to have different classes for TCp and UDp traffic.

The use of MPLS TE was serected because it allows
reserving and dynamically modifying the bandwidth in a path
between a network core ingress and egress node. This char-
acteristic'can be used to configure the bandwidth, as neces-
sary, for every traffic"class in each path of the core network.

In our model, we propose to reserve bandwidth in the core
through MPLS TE for each pair of source destination nodes for
the Gold and silver classes. The Bronze class has no bandwidth
reserved through MPLS. All the reservations for the aggregated
flows are created initially. For each pair of source-destination
nodes, four MPLS reseruations are made: Gold TCp, silver TCp,
Gold UDP and silver uDp. The bandwidths are respectively
bwGoldTCP, bwsilverTCp, bwGoldlhDp and bwsilverl\Dp. The
proposed dynamic bandwidth allocation schemes only modify
the MPLS bandwidth reseruations for each pair of souice-des-
tination nodes as necessary, according to the network load.

The network load can be determined in each ingress
router by the number of active flows. New flows can generally
be identified by common values in packet header fields (e.g.,
the S-tuple of lP addresses, port numbers and transport proto-
col) and the fact that the intervar between such packets is less
than some timeout value. lt was demonstrated in [12] that the
number of active flows is not more than several hundied, even
at link loads as high as g0%, and this is valid for any link
capacity. This ensures the scalability of the method. Each in-
gress router determines the number of active flows in each
class for each given egress node: NrFlowsGatdTCp,
N rFlowssi lverTCP, N rflowsG ordu Dp and NrFlows sitveru D p.

The first scheme proposed in this paper uses an adaptive
algorithm that determines the required aveiage throughput per
flow for each tratfic class, according to the currenf network
load, and moves bandwidth between classes for each path in
the network core as necessary.

The second scheme proposed in this paper mathemati-
cally divides the existing bandwidth through the traffic classes

for each possible path in the network core according to the
current network load. Preliminary results of this scheme were
described in [18] atong with a preliminary version of the adap-
tive algorithm.

B. Adaptive Dynamic Bandwidth
In the first dynamic bandwidth allocation technique pro-

posed, an adaptive algorithm divides the bandwidth between the
traffic classes according to a few rules that determine when the
reserued bandwidth should be moved from a traffic class to
another.

First, a base bandwidth value of 30% of the available
bandwidth is used for each Gold class (TCp and uDp) and 1b%
for each silver class. This conesponds to a fixed bandwidth
division scenario where Gold has the doubre of the silver band-
width and 10% of the bandwidth is left for best effort and
signaling traffic. This fixed bandwidth scenario will be used for
comparison in the simulations.

Then, the required bandwidth per flow is set to be in-
versely proportional to the number of existing flows. This is
done independently for each class and protocol. The required
bandwidth per flow is limited to the intervar 25 to 200 Kbps for
the Gold class. For the silver class, the required bandwidth per
flow is limited to be half the Gold required bandwidth per flow
and to be within the interval 10 to 100 Kbps. These l imits are
a characteristic of the classes. They were chosen for the ap-
pl icat ions to be used in the simulat ions. The model could be
extended with additional classes with different throughput limits,
as.necessary.

The total bandwidth required for a class is the number of
existing flows in that class multiplied by the required bandwidth
per flow of the class. The purpose of these calculations is to
offer the Gold flows the double of the bandwidth as for the Silver
f lows, while st i l l  ensuring a minimum bandwidth per f low.

lf the total bandwidth required for a class is higher than
what is currently reserued with MpLS, the dynamic algorithm
searches in all the links of the path if it is possible to increase
the reserve, considering the flows of the different paths sharing
common links. lf possible, the reserve for the path is increased.
lf not possible, the algorithm will try to decrease the reserves
of other paths sharing common links. The sirver class is always
the first one to be decreased, even if the required bandwidth per
flow for the silver class is not respected. The Gold class is only
decreased if the required bandwidth per frow allows it. lf no
decrease is possible, the bandwidth remains unchanged, which
usually happens with high congestion.

The adaptive algorithm allows any path to be reserved for
a given source-destination pair. However, for managing the
bandwidth of a path, the algorithm has to know the reseruations
of other paths sharing common links. This requires a global
knowledge of the reservations. A decentralized version of the
algorithm can be implemented if for the same source-destina-
tion pair all classes share the same path and bandwidth is just
moved from a class to another in the same path.

C. MathematicalDynamic Bandwidth , ,,,, _ 
,

In the Mathematical Dynamic Bandwidth technique, allthe
classes and protocols for the same source-destination pair use
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the same path. The existing bandwidth is mathematically divided
among them. The idea is that the bandwidth available per flow,
for the Gold class should be proportionally higher than the band-
width available per flow for the Silver class. The bandwidth
available per flow is related to the 0oS users get.

The corresponding expressions are:
bwGoldTCP + bwSilverT'CP + bwGoldUDP + bwSilverllDp =TOTALbw

bwGoldTCP- = a x
NrFlowsGoldTCP

bwSilverTCP

NrFlowsSilveiTCP
bwSilverUDP

NrFlowsSilverUDP
bwGoldUDP

served for each source-destination path, according to these
expressions.

This algorithm allows a very easy implementation. Each
ingress node operates independently, by monitoring the load
(number of flows) in each class and changing the bandwidth
division through the classes for each destination when neces-
sary.

Naturally, each modification of the bandwidth needs some
signaling traffic to modify the bandwidth reservations. As such,
the reseruations should be modified as little as possible. How-
ever, it is necessary to modity the reservations only when the
load proportions in the different classes change significanily.

An analysis of the above equations shows that the error in
the proportional ditferentiation factor between classes (cr, B and
y) is approximately equal to the error difference in the number
of flows of the protocols of that class. This means that if we want
to keep the error in the proportionality between classes below,
say, 5%, we need to modify the reservations whenever the
number of flows changes by about 5% relative to the time of the
last modification in the reseruations. This change could be, for
instance, a 3% increase in the number of TCP flows and simul-
taneously a 2o/o decrease in the number of UDP flows.

lV. Simulation
A. Network Conliguration

The network topology used for the simulations is shown
in figure /. The network has a core containing 12 nodes with
at least 5 link-disjoint paths between each pair of nodes. This
allows for some redundancy, so that there are several alterna-
tive paths between each source-destination pair that can be
used by traffic engineering. Additionally, there are 3 ingress
routers and 3 egress routers where traffic sources and traffic
sinks are placed.The core links were configured with l Mbit/s
capacity. Although rather low for current networks, this capacity
value allows an easy evaluation of the bottleneck use without
burdening the simulations. The core links were configured with
a 2 ms delay. This delay corresponds to a typical delay between
cities within a country. Since we only wish to study the behavior
of the core, the access links were configured with a sufficient
large capacity.

The network topology is described and discussed in [19].
The core should have some redundancy, s0 that there are
alternate paths for traffic engineering. The Steiglitz method [20]
was used to generate a Sconnected core network. This method
begins by numbering the nodes at random. Then a link deficit
of 5 is assigned to each node. This is the number of links stil l

TOTALbwx N rFlow s S ilv e rU D P

bwGoldUDP
- - p ^

NrFIowsGoldUDP
bwGoldTCP

l '
I

- - ,  n

NrFlowsGoldTCP NrFlowsGoldUDP

The first expression says that the total available band-
width in a path has to be divided through the 4 existing aggre-
gated flows, one for each combination of the existing classes
with the different application protocols. The bandwidth to be
used for the source-destination path is given by the value
T}TALbw. There are also fixed fractions of the bandwidth that
are reserved for signaling and best effort traffic, both excluded
from the above expressions.

The second expression states that the bandwidth per Gold
TCP flow should be cr times the bandwidth per Silver TCP flow.
The bandwidth per flow is determined by dividing the total
bandwidth of the aggregated flow (e.9. bwGoldTCfl by the num-
ber of flows existing in the aggregated flow (e.9. NflowsGoldTCPT.
lf the TCP applications continuously generate traffic, this expres-
sion results in the throughput QoS parameter for each Gold TCp
flow to be s times greater than for the Silver TCP class. A factor
of u=2 will be chosen for the simulations, as an example of QoS
proportionality between the Gold and Silver classes, so that the
Gold 0oS is double of the Silver QoS. ln practice, it should
depend on the relation of the prices charged to clients in the
different classes.

The third expression is similar, but for the UDP protocol:
the bandwidth per Gold UDP flow should be ptimes the band-
width per Silver UDP flow. Again, a value of ft2 will be chosen
for the simulations, so that Gold UDP flows get the double of the
bandwidth of Silver flows. This usually results in a better QoS
(lower delays, jitter and loss) for the Gold class.

The fourth expression states that the bandwidth to each
Gold TCP flow should be 7 times the bandwidth of each Gold UDp
flow. In the simulations, a value of 7 will be used, so that only
the class influences the Qos, not the protocol chosen. Naturaily,
this can be changed to favor UDP over TCP, for instance,

Solving these equations, we get the bandwidth allocation
for each class, corresponding to the reservations to be made
in the network, as:

The mathematical algorithm modifies the bandwidth re-

bwSilverUDP =
u R

y.B-NrFlowsGoldTCP + r'r' NrFlowsSilverTCP + B.NrFlowsGoldUDP + NrFlowsSilverUDp
a

bw s ilv e rTC p = 
y' P x bw s ilv e ru D, * 

N r Flow s s ilv e rTC P
a NrFlowsSilverUDp

bwGordu D p = B x bws ilve ru D p * 
N rFlow sGoldu D P
NrFlowsSilverUDP

bwGoldrc p = a x bws irrn rrr, * 
N rFlow sG oldrc P
NrFlowsSilverTCP
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needed at that node. The method then proceeds by adding links,
one at a time, until the deficit at each node is zero 0r less. At
each step, the link to be added is between the node with the
highest deficit and the nearest node with the second highest
deficit. In case of a tie, the lowest numbered node is chosen,
Some perturbation heuristics may be needed in the end to
satisfy the connectivity constraint. For the topology of figure 1,
no perturbation heuristic was needed: the network has 5 link-
disjoint paths between each pair of core nodes.

Three types of traffic sources were used simultaneously:
long lived FIP/fCp sources, constant bit rate (CBR) sources
over UDP and Pareto 0n/0f sources over UDP. Sources are
randomly generated with equal proportions of the three traffic
types. Therefore, there might be paths more congested than
others in some simulations.

Edge Routers
(12-17)

source-destination pairs share links in the core. This possibility
was used in the adaptive algorithm.

The second possibility is for all source-destination pairs,
no matter what their class or protocol, to use the same path.
This will enable a better division of the bandwidth between the
different classes. This possibility was used in the mathematical
algorithm.

The first possibility results in a slightly better delay and
jitter for UDP flows, as they use the shortest paths. As streaming
traffic usually uses UDP and requires better 0oS than elastic
traffic, using the shortest paths for UDP flows is a good idea.
0thenruise, there are no significant differences in the 0oS for the
two possibilities.

All simulations were made in the NS2 network simulator
[21] with the MPLS for NS2 extensions (MNS) v2.0. These
extensions use MPLS-CR for signaling, not the more recent
RSVP-TE.

B. Fixed Bandwidth

The fixed bandwidth scenario is used only as a term of
comparison in this paper. ln this scenario, the bandwidth has
a constant division through the traffic classes as follows: 30%
for Gold UDP, 30% for Gold TCP, 15% for Si lver UDP, 15% for
Silver TCP, 10% for Bronze and signaling. These values were
chosen so that at least 10% of the bandwidth is available for
the best effort traffic, the Gold class has the double of the
bandwidth of the Silver class and the UDP and TCP classes have
the same bandwidth available. Naturally, these values should
depend on the seruices sold by the Internet Service Provider and
the expected traffic pattern. But, in this scenario, they are fixed,
whatever the actual traffic pattern is, while in the following
scenarios, they change according to the algorithms proposed.

From the different simulations performed, the most inter-
esting case is the one where the number of Gold class sources
increases with a fixed number of Silver sources (6 were used)
of each type (FI'PI|-CP, CBR/UDP, Pareto/UDP) and there is a
large number of Bronze sources of each type (60 were used).
The throughput results for the three different types of traffic
sources are shown in figures 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Several
simulation runs were made with different random number seeds
and the same number of traffic sources. The results presented
correspond to the average of the different simulations. For the
CBR traffic, sources transmitting at 100 Kbit/s were used. The
throughput shown for TCP flows is the data rate aniving at the
destination in bit/s, while for UDP flows the throughput is the
percentage of the traffic sent by the source that arrived to the
destination.

As the load in the Gold classes increases, the same fixed
bandwidth is divided through more flows, resulting in less
throughput per flow for the Gold classes. For the Silver classes,
the throughput is almost constant, independently of the load in
the Gold class.

The results show an undesirable priority inversion be-
tween the throughput for the Gold and Silver classes for high
loads: the 0oS for the Gold class is worse than for the Silver
class for high loads. The dynamic bandwidth algorithms ad-
dress this problem.

,/
Core Routers

(0 -11 )

\
Minimum Cut = 9 core links

Minimum Cut for one Router = 5 core links

Figure 1. Network topology used in the simulations

Paths are reserved in the core through MPLS TE for each
pair of source-destination nodes. The Bronze class has no
paths reserued through MPLS. For Gold and Silver classes,
there are2 classes x 2 protocols x 3 source nodes x 3
destination nodes = 36 aggregated flows mapped onto MpLS
reservations. All these aggregated flows are created initially.
The dynamic bandwidth allocation schemes only modify the
MPLS bandwidth reservations for each path as necessary.

The minimum cut from left to right for the network is
drawn in figure /, corresponding to g links and a botileneck of
9 Mbit/s of traffic. Each ingress node has 5 links to the core,
so the maximum traffic an ingress node could generate, if there
was n0 more traffic, would correspond to the capacity of 5
links. since there are I pairs of source-destination nodes, the
traffic that can be transmitted along each source-destination
pair is 1 Mbit/s. This capacity is divided by the different aggre-
gated flows as a result of the bandwidth engineering argorithms.

Since the order in which the MpLS paths between sources
and destinations are created influences the paths chosen, two
orders are used.

The first possibility is to create first the UDp paths for
Gold and silver classes and then the TCp paths for Gold and
Silver classes. This will enable that several paths with different
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Figure 2. FTP throughput per flow for the fixed
bandwidth scenario
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Figure 3. Pareto throughput per flow for the fixed
bandwidth scenario
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Figure 4. CBR throughput per flow the for the fixed
bandwidth scenario

G. Adaptive Dynamic Bandwidth
In the first dynamic technique, an adaptive algorithm moves

bandwidth between the traffic classes, as necessary.
Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the throughput with this technique

for the same situation as in figures 2, S and 4.
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Figure 5. FfP throughput for the adaptive dynamic
bandwidth technique
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Figure 6. Pareto throughput for the adaptive dynamic
bandwidth technique
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Figure 7. CBR throughput for the adaptive dynamic
bandwidth technique

Now there is no priority inversion for the throughput of the
different types of applications, as the load increases. The
relation between the Gold throughput and the sirver throughput
is on the average 1 .7 tor UDP tratfic (excluding low loads) and
1.9 for TCP tratfic, not far from the configured value of 2. The
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standard deviation of these results is rather small, being at
most about 5% of the throughput for loads of about 20-30 Gold
sources, corresponding to the situation when the network is
fully loaded and not even all Gold traffic can be carried.

For TCP flows, it can be noted that when the load starts
to increase, the throughput slightly increases and then de-
creases significantly as the load further increases. This is
caused by the adaptive algorithm considering that the initial
fixed bandwidth division is acceptable. The algorithm starts to
move bandwidth between classes only when the load increases,
to prevent a 0oS unbalance between classes.

For UDP flows, the proporlionality is not so easily ob-
tained, but the Gold class always gets better 0oS. lt can be
noted that for low loads, all Gold and SiMer source applications
can transmit all their packets, so the throughput is similar for
both classes. When the load increases, the Silver class is
much more affected than the Gold class as bandwidth is moved
from the Silver to the Gold class.

The other QoS parameters (end-to-end delay, jitter and
packet loss) will be analyzed in subsection E, so that all pro-
posed techniques are evaluated together for these parameters
and compared to the fixed bandwidth scenario.

D. Mathematical Dynamic Bandwidth
In this second dynamic technique, the existing bandwidth

is divided between the traffic classes according to the proposed
mathematical expressions.

Figures 8, I and /0 show the throughput with this tech-
nique for the same situation as in figures 2, S and 4.
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Figure 8. FIP throughput for the mathematical dynamic
bandwidth technique

Now there is a better proportionality between the Qos in the
Gold and silver classes, with an increased throughput for low
loads as compared with the adaptive algorithm.

For the TCP flows, the relation between the Gold throughput
and the Silver throughput is 2.0 on the average.

Again, for UDP flows, for low loads, all Gold and Silver
source applications can transmit alltheir packets, so the through-
put is similar for both classes. when the load increases, the
silver class is much more affected than the Gold class. The
relation between the Gold throughput and the silver throughput
is 1.9 on the average (excluding low loads).

Again, the standard deviation of these results is rather
small, being at most about 5o/o of the throughput for loads of

about 20-30 Gold sources.
The other QoS parameters (end-to-end delay, jitter and

packet loss) are analyzed in the next subsection.
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Figure 9. Pareto throughput for the mathematical
dynamic bandwidth technique
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E.0oS Comparison
Figures 11 and 72 show the end-to-end delay averaged

over the different types of user applications, for the different
algorithms and for the Gold and Silver classes, respectively.
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Figure 11. Average end-to-end delay for the Gold class

The end-to-end delay for the Gold classes with the dy-
namic algorithms has a similar evolution as for the fixed band-
width scenario, but with smaller values, resulting in better QoS.
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Average end-to-end delay for Silver Class
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0n the other hand, the endtoend delay for the Silver classes
with the dynamic algorithms increases as the load increases,
while it is almost fixed in the fixed bandwidth scenario.

These evolutions are caused by the dynamic algorithms
that move bandwidth from the Silver to the Gold classes, increas-
ing the Gold 0oS and degrading the Silver QoS, when the load
on the Gold classes increases.

Both algorithms have very similar end-to-end-delays. The
mathematical algorithm has slightly better delays for some
network loads as it does a better bandwidth division in the
network.

The evolution of the remaining 0oS parameters (jitter and
packet loss) is very similar to the evolution of the delay, so they
are not shown. As for the delay, when the dynamic algorithms
are used, jitter and packet loss are better for the Gold class and
increase with the load for the Silver class as bandwidth is moved
from the Silver to the Gold class.

Figure /3 shows the used bandwidth at the network bottle-
neck as the load increases for the mathematical algorithm. This
figure shows that as the Gold load increases, the mathematical
algorithm increases the available bandwidth to the Gold class,
decreasing the bandwidth available to the Silver class to main-
tain the desired QoS proportion. When the used bandwidth ap-
proaches about 90% of the network capacity, the network is fully
loaded, resulting in increased packet delay and loss.

Total Throughput
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Figure 13. Bottleneek throughput for the
mathematical dynamic bandwidth technique

The network bottleneck utilization for the adaptive algo-
rithm is similar to the utilization shown in figure /3 for the
mathematical algorithm and, for this reason, not shown. The
exception is for low loads, where it is slightly inferior. This is
caused by the adaptive algorithm considering that the initial

fixed bandwidth division is acceptable for low loads and not
modifying it. The bottleneck utilization for the fixed bandwidth
scenario is also not shown. For the fixed scenario, the Silver
class utilization is not modified as the Gold load increases. This
causes the Gold class to reach saturation for a much lower load
and the 0oS inversion shown previously in subsection B.

V. Gonclusion
This paper proposes and evaluates two bandwidth engi-

neering techniques for implementing proportional differentiated
services based on MPLS TE.

The results show that with both techniques proposed it is
possible to improve the 0oS users get, as compared with the
situation of fixed bandwidth division.

The results show that the mathematical technique makes
a slightly more uniform division of the bandwidth, according to
the number of existing flows, resulting in a better overall 0oS
and better proportional differentiation of the throughput.

A proportional service differentiation as proposed in this
paper has the advantage of being simple, scalable, not requiring
admission control and offering a fair differentiation between
classes for all loads. This allows service providers to offer
differentiated services to users at differentiated prices, reducing
network overprovisionin g.

Some topics that deserve fufther study are the use of
multiple paths for each source-destination pair, the use of other
differentiation parameters such as delay or packet loss instead
of the number of flows and the comparison with packet sched-
uling proportional differentiation schemes.
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